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The neural, auditory amplitude modulation transfer function (MTF) is estimated from 
3 – 50 Hz using magnetoencephalography (MEG). All acoustic stimuli are amplitude 
modulated (AM). Two different dynamical stimulus types are used: exponential 
sweeps with the AM rate changing from 2 up to 60 Hz, and 89 down to 3 Hz. Several 
carriers are also employed, including 3 pure-tone carriers (250 Hz, 707 Hz and 2 kHz) 
and 3 bandlimited pink-noise carriers (1/3, 2 and 5 octaves centered at 707 Hz). 
Neural response magnitudes, phases, group delays and impulse responses are all 
estimated. Our results show that the shape of modulation transfer function is flat but 
with a slightly low pass shape below 10 Hz.  The phase of the response is 
approximately linear in many frequencies. The group delay is around 50 ms at 40 Hz 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Magnetoencephalography (MEG) 
The human brain is one of the most complex structures in the human body. 
There are at least 1010 neurons in the cerebral cortex. They connect to each other to 
construct a vast network. When information is transmitted between two cells, small 
currents flow in the system and project a weak magnetic field. Single cell activity is 
normally too weak to be measured; however, if thousands of nearby neurons transmit 
at the same time, the amplified magnetic field is strong enough to be measured by a 
SQUID (Superconducting quantum interference device) magnetometer placed outside 
the skull. This method of recording brain signals is called Magnetoencephalography 
(MEG), which is one of the few methods that can measure brain activity 
noninvasively. 
1.1.1 Simple neural mechanisms  
 A neuron consists of cell body (the soma), which contains the nucleus; the 
dendrites, which are extensions to receive information from other cells; and the axon, 
which is a long fiber that transmits impulses to other cells.  The cells that we are 
interested are called pyramidal and stellate cells. The dendrites of these types may be 
perpendicular to the cortical surface. When these cells are stimulated, they send out 
electrical pulses to other neurons. In order to create a magnetic field that is strong 
enough to be measured by MEG, it is estimated that (Hamalainen et al 1993) a 
million synapses (connections) must be simultaneously active at the same time. Since 




cells, only a few synapses out of a thousand are needed to be activated in an area of 1 
mm2  to produce a measurable signals. In practice, a larger activation area is needed 
because the magnetic field may partially be cancelled out by other areas.  
1.1.2 Advantages of MEG 
One of the main advantages using MEG is its temporal resolution.  The time 
resolution of MEG is better than 1 ms, which make it a perfect tool to measure 
temporal information of the brain using rapidly changing stimuli.  The spatial 
resolution is, under favorable circumstances, 2-3 mm for sources in the brain. This is 
done by approximately modeling the magnetic fields using current dipoles. Since the 
magnetic field generated by the brain is weak (10-15 Tesla) (the magnetic field of the 
Earth is ~0.5 x 10 -4 Tesla), several methods are normally used to avoid 
contamination of the signals. Typically, the recordings will be done in a magnetically 
shielded room. All magnetic materials must be removed inside the room. The sensors 
are also made to be only sensitive to the magnetic field close to them so that other 
biological artifacts will have less effect on the measurement.  
 MEG can be used for detecting evoked and ongoing brain activities.  The 
evoked responses, elicited by abrupt sensory stimuli, can be extracted from the 
background by averaging the measured signals. The evoked activity contains distinct 
rhythmic components around 10, 20 and 40 Hz (Hari et al 2000). These kinds of 
activities are ideal for MEG because of their fast changing nature. Blood-flow-related 
imaging methods, such as PET and fMRI, will not be able to capture this kind of 
rapid changing activities. In our study, MEG is used to measured a more prolong 





1.2 The auditory steady state response (aSSR) 
The auditory steady state response (aSSR), sometimes also referred as 
amplitude-modulation-following response (AMFR) (Aoyagi et al 1993a,b,c; 
Schoonhoven et al 2003) is an evoked potential (or evoked field) which sustains a 
constant frequency and phase (Regan 1989, Picton et al 2002). Using MEG, one can 
record aSSR by measuring the weak magnetic field generated by the brain 
(Hamalainen et al 1993). Numerous studies have investigated aSSR using different 
stimuli (Roβ et al 2000, Picton et al 2002). The most investigated area is the 40-Hz 
peak of the amplitude modulation transfer function (MTF). It is a prominent 
response at 40 Hz when the amplitude/power of the response is plotted against the 
corresponding modulation frequency. Because of its strong response, frequencies 
around 40 Hz have been used to measure other effects of the auditory system such 
as attention and scene analysis. Different theories have been proposed by different 
groups to explain the origin of aSSR and the prominent 40 Hz responses. Galambos 
et al 1981, the first group to discover the peak at 40 Hz, suggests that it represents 
the coalescence of the middle latency responses (MLB). Many other studies support 
this idea (Makeig 1990, Plourde et al 1991, Suzuki et al 1994). However, the origin 
of the peak is still arguable. Besides the 40-Hz region, other aspects of aSSR have 
also been investigated. Sleep has been shown to have a profound effect on the 
electrical activity of the brain. In the frequency range below 70 Hz, awake subjects 
have a stronger responses compared to sleeping subjects (Purcell et al 2004). On 




et al 2002). Above 70 Hz, steady state responses are less affected by sleep. 
Different types of carriers have also been investigated (Picton et al 2002, Purcell et 
al 2004). White noise carriers generally evoke a stronger response compared to 
pure-tone carriers (Picton et al 2002). However, some studies also have evidence 
that bandlimited noise give an even stronger response. Power et al (2007) suggested 
that bandlimited noise stimulates a more substantial area of auditory cortex than a 
modulated tone and at the same time stimulates more specific neural pathways than 
broadband noise. It is also suggested that the auditory cortex may be 
“periodotopically” organized instead of tonotopically organized. (Jones 2006). 
Thus, bandlimited signal may be an efficient stimulus. 
1.3 Importance of the low frequency region in the MTF 
Although aSSR has been investigated for a long time, the low frequency 
region of MTF (below 40 Hz) is still ambiguously described. Some studies (Rees et 
al 1986, Picton et al. 1987, Maiste et al 1989) attempt to estimate the MTF and 
group delay in the low frequency regions, but an accurate estimate is still missing. 
The main reason is that cortical responses in the low frequency band are severely 
contaminated by neural noise. Although it is difficult to measure, low modulation 
rate is an important building block for speech perception (Poeppel 2003). Envelope 
information, both frequency modulated and amplitude modulated, is a crucial 
features for capturing necessary information from speech (Xiang et al 2005). 
Different temporal codings have been investigated to understand the way the human 
brain encodes such modulations (Ding et al 2009, Luo et al 2007). Thus, it is of 




understand of speech perception. A more recent EEG study (Alaerts et al 2009) uses 
stationary speech-weighted noise as the carrier and shows a prominent 20-Hz peak 
in the range of 4 – 32 Hz. However, MEG studies in this frequency range are still 
missing. 
1.4 Our study of MTF below 40 Hz 
In our study, MEG is used to record the low frequency “instantaneous” aSSR. 
The term “instantaneous” aSSR is used here because the stimuli in our study are not 
traditional constant AM-rate signal, but AM-rate sweeping through different 
frequencies. This kind of sweeping method has been used successfully in different 
studies, including visual and auditory (Picton et al 2002, Artieda et al 2003). It 
allows us to measure the aSSR over a large number of different parameter (in this 
study, the parameter is frequencies) in a short period of time. Instead of making 
multiple separate recordings at different parameters, the subjects can listen to one 
recording when the parameters of the stimulus change continuously. In such 
studies, all of the sweeps are linear sweeps. Our experiment uses exponential 
sweeps instead of linear sweeps to emphasize the low frequency band. Two 
experiments are carried out. The first experiment focuses on pure-tone carriers and 
the second experiment focuses on pink-noise carriers. Pink noise with different 
bandwidths are used in the experiment to explore the effect using different carriers. 





Chapter 2: Methods 
2.1 Subjects 
12 subjects (5 Female) participated in the first experiment using pure-tone 
carriers. 1 additional subject participated but was not included because of too many 
recordings artifacts. Throughout this paper they are referred to as group 1. 13 
subjects (2 Female) served in the second experiment using pink-noise carriers. They 
are identified as Group 2. 2 subjects (1 female) participated in both experiments. 
All participants were right handed and reported normal hearing and no history of 
audiological or neurological abnormalities. The experimental procedures were 
approved by the University of Maryland institutional review board. After the nature 
of the experiment was fully explained, written informed consent was obtained from 
each subject before the experiment started. 
2.2 Stimuli 
9 stimulus conditions are considered in both groups. All of them were 
generated using MATLAB (MathWorks Inc, Natick, MA). Stimuli in Group 1 all 
use pure-tone carriers and those in Group 2 use pink-noise carrier. The same 
exponential sweeps of the AM rate are used in both groups.  The instantaneous 
frequency of the AM sweeps are given by:  
                                                           (1) 







Figure 1: rateup(t). Modulation rate plotted against time t for up sweep stimuli. The rate 
increases from 2.66 Hz up to 60.14 Hz.  
   
Figure 2: ratedown(t). Modulation rate plotted against time t for down sweep stimuli. The 





Therefore rates range from 2.66 up to 60.14 Hz for up sweep stimuli (Figure 
1) and from 89.29 down to 3 Hz for the down sweep stimuli (Figure 2). By taking 
the integral of the above function with respect to time and adding 1 to the function 
(Artieda et al 2003), the envelopes of the signal are calculated (Farina 2000). The 
envelopes are also multiplied by ½ so that they vary from 0 to 1. Mathematically, 
the envelopes were given by:  
                   (3) 
  (4) 
Each of the above chirps corresponds to 3 stimuli for each experiment. These 
envelopes were multiplied by each carrier to generate each acoustic stimulus. In 
experiment 1, the carriers were pure-tone carriers with frequencies 250 Hz, 707 Hz 
and 2 kHz. In experiment 2, the carriers were pink noise with bandwidth of 1/3, 2 
and 5 octaves centered at 707 Hz. Each stimulus was repeated 20 times. The 
remaining three stimuli had a constant AM rate of 3 Hz, 13 Hz, and 37 Hz with a 
pure-tone carrier frequency of 707 Hz. They were repeated 10 times. They are 
referred as constant-rate stimuli. The modulation depth of all the stimuli above is 
95%. So, in this investigation, a total of 18 different stimuli are used (Table 1). 
Before the main experiment, all subjects participated in a preliminary test, listening 
to 1 kHz pure tones repeated 100 times (each duration 50 ms). These responses are 
used to verify that the subject is positioned properly in the machine that signals 








Group 1  
(Pure-tone carrier) 
Group 2  
(Pink-noise carrier) 
Stimulus 1 250 Hz carrier 1/3 octave carrier 
Stimulus 2 707 Hz carrier 2 octave carrier 
Stimulus 3 
Up sweep  
2 kHz carrier 5 octave carrier 
Stimulus 4 250 Hz carrier 1/3 octave carrier 
Stimulus 5 707 Hz carrier 2 octave carrier 
Stimulus 6 
Down sweep  
2 kHz carrier 5 octave carrier 
Stimulus 7 
3Hz AM rate 
707Hz carrier 
3Hz AM rate 
1/3 octave carrier 
Stimulus 8 
13 Hz AM rate 
707 Hz carrier 
13 Hz AM rate 
2 octave carrier 
Stimulus 9 
Constant AM rate 
37 Hz AM rate 
707 Hz carrier 
37 Hz AM rate 
5 octave carrier 
 
Table 1: Stimuli used in the experiments. 9 stimuli were used for each group (Column 2 
and 3). They are divided by three groups of stimuli depending on their modulation type: up 
sweep, down sweep and constant AM rate (Column 1). Group 1 (Column 2) consists of 
stimuli with pure-tone carrier. Croup 2 (Column 3) consists of stimuli with a pink-noise 
carrier. Their frequencies/frequency ranges are listed in both columns.  
 
2.3 MEG recording and analysis 
The experiments are conducted using a 157-channel whole-head MEG system 




Besides the 157 channels positioned around the head, three reference channels, 
positioned away from the subjects, are also used to measure environmental 
magnetic field. All recordings are conducted in a magnetically shielded room, 
sampled at 1 kHz. A 200-Hz low-pass filter and a notch filter at 60 Hz are applied 
online to remove the high frequency components and artifacts generated by the 
power grid. All subjects are instructed to close their eyes to reduce their eye 
movement throughout the recording process to reduce artifacts. Data analysis is 
applied offline after each experiment. All data goes through the same process. First, 
contaminated channels (recorded value was larger than 5000 pT or constant for 
more than 10% of the recorded time) and trials (0.5s out of 11s, i.e. 4.55% of the 
recorded values, were constant or >5000 pT) are first determined and not 
considered further in the studies. Then, the remaining data is denoised using TS-
PCA (de Cheveigné and Simon 2007). This is a method to remove environmental 
noise by projecting the data to the external noise measuring reference channels. The 
projection is considered as part of the noise and thus is removed. After TS-PCA, 
data is passed through spatial filters synthesized by a blind source separation 
method known as denoising source separation (DSS), which removes other 
magnetic signals of uninteresting biological origin (de Cheveigné and Simon 
2008a). The DSS components are then sorted based on what fraction of the 
response power is phase-locked to the stimulus. Only first component was kept for 





2.4 Extraction of Amplitude and Phase response 
2.4.1 Constant AM rate response 
Wavelet transform and Fourier analysis were both used in analyzing 
stationary responses generated by the constant rate stimuli. Since both methods 
generated similar results, the details of Fourier analysis will be omitted in this 
article. The wavelet transform is computed for the cortical response and averaged 
over all trials for each subject. Using the complex Morlet as the basis function, a 
scalogram is created for each experimental condition. A complex Morlet is defined 
as  
       (5) 
 
where is the bandwidth of the wavelet and  is the center frequency of the 
wavelet. In this study, we take and  to give a good temporal and 
frequency resolution for our frequency range. After the wavelet transform is 
performed, a scalogram is created. For better interpretation, the scale of the 
scalogram, s, is converted to its corresponding frequency using the following 
equation 
         (6)
 
where T is the sampling period. After this conversion, the wavelet transform will 
become a function of time τ and frequency f instead of time τ and scale s. 
The results of the transformed response are then compared with the noise of 




that frequency under different stimuli. For example, if 3 Hz is the target frequency, 
the noise at 3 Hz will be extracted from the 3 Hz trial. And the 3 Hz responses for 
17 Hz and 37 Hz trials will be considered as the noise at 3 Hz. This is performed 
based on the assumption that the cortical responses y(t) only exhibit neural response 
at the stimulus frequency, and only noise at other frequencies in different stimuli. 
The cumulative distribution function of the noise sample is then calculated and if 
the response at a certain frequency was over the 95 % of the noise distribution, the 
response is considered significant. This can get around the problem that noise in 
low frequency (<20 Hz) generally does not fit a Gaussian model in our 
experimental environment. After the significant test, the amplitude modulation 
transfer function (MTF) was given by 
      (7) 
where YWT(τ,f) is the wavelet transform of a significant response y(t) converted into 
frequency domain,  is the power of the stimulus and is the 
averaged power of the noise for a particular AM frequency f. Here, f is equal to 3, 
13 or 37 Hz. 
 The analysis of phases using wavelet transform is calculated as follow. 
Phase difference between the cortical response and the stimuli was first taken, i.e. 
        (8) 
where  is the phase calculated from wavelet transform. 
Then the circular mean phase at each target frequency, over trials i, is 




       (9)
 
where  and  
The sample circular standard deviation v is defined by (Fisher, 2000) 
          (10) 
 where  
2.4.2 Exponential AM rate response 
The method of using the wavelet transform in the exponential AM sweep is 
similar to the way of analyzing constant AM stimuli. However, since AM frequency 
varies now over time, a mask is used to extract the necessary information from the 
scalogram under different time periods. Since the aSSR generated by a SAM 
stimulus follows the AM frequency of the stimulus, the time period can be extracted 
using the AM frequency of the stimuli itself to detect target frequency. Specifically, 
the envelope of the stimulus is first extracted. Then a wavelet transform is 
generated from the envelope of the stimuli. A threshold is then set. All values below 
the threshold are set to 0 and all values above the threshold is set to 1. Using this 
method, a matrix with only 1s and 0s is created.  So, for each frequency, a square 
window is generated over time. All the windows for each frequency cover different 
duration, which will be used to extract the target response at different time. Since 
our AM rate changed with exponential time, the window will be longer in the low 




(~100ms). The mask is then applied to the scalogram of the response. Since the 
frequency of the AM signal followed an exponential function, the response will also 
give an exponential form. By adjusting the threshold, most of the relevant signal 


















Figure 3: Extraction windows for up sweep stimuli. The lower red windows are used to 
capture the amplitude of the responses from the subjects at different time and frequencies. 
The blue regions of the graph are used to estimate the noise level. The upper red windows 
are used to capture the first harmonic of the response. Note that the harmonic responses not 





















Figure 4: Extraction windows for down sweep stimuli. The lower red windows are used to 
capture the amplitude of the responses from the subjects at different time and frequencies. 
The blue regions of the graph are used to estimate the noise level. The upper red windows 
are used to capture the first harmonic of the response. Note that the harmonic responses not 
used in this study. 
 
For each of the subjects, a significance test similar to the constant stimulus 
case is performed compared to the background noise . The noise sample is 
taken from a window when there is no ASSR, i.e. the 0s part of the mask. The first 
harmonics of the response are also excluded from the noise (Figures 3 & 4). There 
are more than 1300 samples taken in the low frequency region and around 1700 




low frequency region cannot be modeled by simple mathematical expression, the 
power of the noise was plotted for each frequency and the 95% was set as the 
threshold of the significant test. If the response of each subject at each frequency is 
lower than this threshold, it will not be further considered in the analysis. The 
amplitude response and phase response are then calculated. For amplitude response, 
the square window is modified by a Hamming window . The mean of the 
signal inside the window is calculated for each frequency by . 
, the power of the noise, and , the power of the stimulus, are 
calculated in the same way by considering the same frequency at different time. 
MTF is then calculated in decibels. So 
 (11) 
where  is the wavelet transform of the envelope of the stimulus 
converted to the frequency domain for every frequency f.  Here, the power of the 
frequency is assumed to be biased by the noise and thus their difference is 
calculated to estimate the real response.  
Phase is calculated using a square window so each phase is weighted the 
same. The phase of the scalogram of the stimulus and response at each sampling 
point of was extracted. Since the AM frequency of our stimuli is varying, the phase 
of the stimuli will also vary over time. To tackle this issue, the phase difference of 
the response and the stimuli are first calculated for each frequency.  By calculating 
the phase difference between the response and the stimuli, the varying phase in the 




further reduce the error, the adjacent frequency (±1 Hz) is also taken into 
consideration. In another words, a 3-point Hamming window in the frequency 
domain is created. Since discontinuous points in some of the graph are quite 
common, if the adjacent frequency points are missing, the weights of the Hamming 
window are adjusted to compensate the lost pieces of information. Thus, in the 
result, a graph with fewer discontinuous points can be found compared to the MTF. 
After this process, the weighted circular mean of the phase was taken as the phase 
at that frequency. It is then used to calculate the group delay of the system for that 
particular frequency by  
 (12) 
Note the group delay is different from the traditional mathematical definition of 
group delay using short time Fourier Transform (STFT). A negative sign is not 
needed because of the Morlet wavelet, which uses a positive exponential (in 
contrast to the Fourier Transform, which uses a negative exponential).  
The impulse response was also calculated using the amplitude and phase 
response calculated above. By using amplitude and phase response from 1-50 Hz, 
impulse response was generated using inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT). 
Note that amplitude and phase information at 1 and 2 Hz are missing in our study. 
Thus, they are set to 0 to complete the spectrum. Bootstrap BCa (Efron B. et al 




Chapter 3: Results 
3.1 MTF of Group 1 (Pure-tone carrier) 
 
Figure 5: The modulation transfer functions (MTF) (averaged over subjects) for each 
dynamic stimulus with pure-tone carriers (and the relative subject contribution to each). 
The top row (i) is the MTF result from the up sweep stimuli and the bottom row (ii) is the 
result from down sweep stimuli. In light gray are the fraction of subjects whose responses 
were statistically significant (contributing to the MTF). Note that there are gaps in the 
modulation transfer functions when the number of contributing subjects drops to zero. The 
error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals. The maximum number of significant 
subjects for each frequency bin is 12.  
 
Figure 5 shows the MTF averaged over all subjects for each pure-tone carrier. 
Each column corresponds to the 250 Hz, 707 Hz and 2 kHz pure-tone carrier. The 
upper row is the result of up sweep stimuli and the lower row is the result of down 




analysis method and the effects of a hardware notch filter at 60 Hz. The bar chart on 
the same graph shows the fraction of subjects whose responses were statistically 
significant (contributing to the MTF) for each frequency. In group 1, the maximum 
number of subjects for each frequency is 12. Some frequency bins have no 
significant subjects and thus small gaps are found. If only 1 significant subject is 
found, there is no error bar. For extremely low frequency bins, like 4 or 5 Hz, the 
numbers of significant subject are large. However, beginning from 6 Hz, the 
number of significant subjects is reduced until 30 Hz. This result appears in all 6 
conditions in group 1. Different carriers have no significant effects on the shape of 
MTF. 
 
Figure 6: The modulation transfer functions (MTF) (averaged over different carriers) for 
each dynamic stimulus with pure-tone carriers (and the relative subject contribution to 
each). The top panel is the MTF result averaged over all up sweep stimuli and the bottom 




responses were statistically significant (contributing to the MTF). The error bars are 95% 
confidence intervals. The maximum number of significant responses is 36 (12x3). The 
graph clearly show that around 50% of the subjects show significant responses in the 
frequency range of 30 - 50 Hz. 
 
Since there is no significant difference between different pure-tone carriers, 
different sweeps are averaged together to increase the number of significant 
response for each frequency. Figure 6 shows the MTF for all subjects averaged over 
up sweep stimuli (upper panel) and down sweep stimuli (lower panel). The error bar 
in both graphs represents the 95 % confidence interval of the MTF. The bar chart on 
the same graph also shows the ratio of significant subjects for each frequency. In 
both graphs, the maximum number of significant subjects is raised to 36 (12x3). As 
we can see, the MTFs show a slightly low pass shape with strong response at 3-6 
Hz and possibly 10 Hz. For the frequency in 6 - 20 Hz, the number of significant 





Figure 7: The modulation transfer functions (MTF) (averaged over sweeps) of pure-tone 
carriers (and the relative subject contribution to each). The error bars explain 95% of the 
confidence intervals. In light gray are the fraction of subjects whose responses were 
statistically significant (contributing to the MTF). The maximum number of significant 
responses is 72 (12x3x2). The results of constant rate-AM stimuli are also plotted at 3, 13 
and 37 Hz using squares. Note that the results from sweep stimuli show no significant 
difference from the results of constant rate stimuli.  
 
The data is further merged into one data set (Figure 7), which gives a total of 
72 (12x3x2) subjects for every frequency. Constant AM rate results are also plotted 
on the same graph in Figure 7. They are marked as square at 3, 13 and 37 Hz. It can 
be seen that constant AM rate stimuli show no significant difference compared to 
the result from using the sweep at those frequencies. The graph still exhibits a 
slightly low pass from 3-6 Hz. Strong responses are also found around 10 Hz and 




3.2 MTF of Group 2 (Pink-noise carrier) 
 
Figure 8: The modulation transfer functions (MTF) (averaged over subjects) for each 
dynamic stimulus with pink-noise carriers (and the relative subject contribution to each). 
The top row (i) is the MTF result from the up sweep stimuli and the bottom row (ii) is the 
result from down sweep stimuli. In light gray are the fraction of subjects whose responses 
were statistically significant (contributing to the MTF). Note that there are gaps in the 
modulation transfer functions when the number of contributing subjects drops to zero. The 
error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals. The maximum number of significant 
subjects for each frequency bin is 13.  
Figure 8 shows the MTFs from subjects that have significant responses (Max: 
13). Each response is averaged over subjects. The columns corresponds to 1/3, 2 
and 5 octaves respectively. The upper panel of each column describes the MTFs 
using up sweep stimulus and the lower panel described the result of down sweep 
stimulus. At some frequencies, none of the subjects show a significant response 




of 1/3 octave (both up and down sweep), significant responses in the frequency 
range of 5 – 30 Hz are rare. Most of the frequency bins have less than 20% 
significant subjects. However, the situation improves with increasing octaves. This 
improvement appears in almost all frequencies. In general, there is no significant 
advantage of using down sweep stimuli compared to up sweep stimuli. Both up and 
down sweep have approximately same of significant subjects. For the MTFs, all 
conditions show a strong responses around 10 Hz. The shapes of the MTFs are 
slightly low pass at around 20 Hz. 
 
Figure 9: The modulation transfer functions (MTF) (averaged over carriers) for each 
dynamic stimulus with pink-noise carriers (and the relative subject contribution to each). 
The top panel is the MTF result from the up sweep stimuli and the bottom panel is the 
result from down sweep stimuli. In light gray are the fraction of subjects whose responses 
were statistically significant (contributing to the MTF). The error bars represent the 95% 
confidence intervals. The maximum number of significant subjects for each frequency bin 




Figure 9 shows the MTF of 13 subjects averaged across different carriers. 
Upper panel is the average of all up sweep conditions and the lower panel is the 
average of all down sweep conditions. The total number of subjects is 39 (13x3). 
The error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals. A general strong response is 
observed in the low frequency region around 3 - 12 Hz.  
 
Figure 10: The modulation transfer functions (MTF) (averaged over sweeps). The relative 
subject contribution to each frequency is also plotted. The results of constant AM-rate 
stimuli were also plotted at 3, 13 and 37 Hz as squares. The error bars represent the 95% 
confidence intervals. In light gray are the fraction of subjects whose responses were 
statistically significant (contributing to the MTF). Similar to pure-tone carrier, there are no 
significant differences between the response of sweeps and constant-rate stimuli at those 
frequencies. The maximum number of significant subjects for each frequency bin is 78 
(13x3x2). A strong response is found at around 3 – 12 Hz.  
 
Similar to Group 1, the data is further merged and the result is plotted in 




compare the result. No significant difference is found in the frequencies selected 
here (3, 17 and 37 Hz). For each frequency bin, the maximum number of subjects is 
78. The shape of the MTF is also slightly low pass, with a strong response from 3 – 
12 Hz. Strong response can also be found around 25, 30 and 40 Hz. 
3.3 Phases and group delay of Group 1 and Group 2 
 
Figure 11: The phases (averaged over subjects) for each dynamic stimulus with pure-tone 
carriers. The top row (i) is the phase from the up sweep stimuli and the bottom row (ii) is 
the result from down sweep stimuli. Note that fewer gaps are found in all the results 
compared to Figure 5 because discontinuous points are estimated using their adjacent data 
(±1 Hz). The error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals. 
 
The phase of the response for each condition in group 1 was plotted in Figure 
11. The results were averaged over all subjects. All the graphs show that the phases 




no significant impact on the phase. The results are grouped over up sweeps and 
down sweeps and the results are plotted in Figure 12. 
 
Figure 12: The phase (averaged over different carriers) for each dynamic stimulus with 
pure-tone carriers (and the relative subject contribution to each). The top panel is the phase 
from the up sweep stimuli and the bottom panel is the result from down sweep stimuli. The 
error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals 
 
In Figure 12, the upper panel corresponds to up sweep stimuli and lower panel 
corresponds to down sweep stimuli. Experimental results show that the results of up 
sweep stimuli and down sweep stimuli are very distinct. Thus, they are different 
from each other and no further averaging techniques is used here. The phases in 




both gradually decreasing over the whole region, but a more rapid change of slope 
appears at 25 Hz for up sweep stimuli and 28 Hz for down sweep stimuli. These 
slopes will be later used to estimate the group delays.  
 
Figure 13: The phase (averaged over subjects) for each dynamic stimulus with pink-noise 
carriers. The top row (i) is the phase from the up sweep stimuli and the bottom row (ii) is 
the result from down sweep stimuli. Note that fewer gaps are found in all the results 
compared to Figure 12 because discontinuous points are estimated using their adjacent data  






Figure 14: The phase (averaged over different carriers) for each dynamic stimulus with  
pink-noise carriers (and the relative subject contribution to each). The top panel is the phase 
from the up sweep stimuli and the bottom panel is the result from down sweep stimuli. The 
error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals. 
Figures 13 and 14 shows the results using pink-noise carriers. They are also 
approximately linear for many frequencies. The results for pure-tone carriers have a 
similar shape compared to the result from Alaerts et al in 2009. Both slopes of the 
graph are gradually decreasing. A change of slope can be seen near 20 Hz.   
The group delay and their corresponding error are listed in the following 




effect appears for all types of stimuli. As we can see, the group delays in 8 – 20 Hz 
(Row 1) are all over 150 ms, while the group delay in 20 – 50 Hz (Row 2 -4) are 
around 50 – 100 ms. The large errors in pure tones carriers 8 – 20 Hz are mainly 
due to the region in 8 – 12 Hz. Note that all the down sweep stimuli (Column 3 and 
4) have a larger group delay compared to those using up sweep stimuli (Column 1 










8 - 20 Hz 175±68 ms 151±18 ms 207±116 ms 186±20 ms 
20 - 30 Hz 59±26 ms 70±18 ms 97±14 ms 106±23 ms 
30 - 40 Hz 49±15 ms 49±13 ms 90±10 ms 105±23 ms 
40 - 50 Hz 52±6 ms 55±3 ms 100±9 ms 83±24 ms 
 
Table 2: Group delay of different conditions in different range of frequency. Column 1 and 2 show 
the result of up sweep stimuli. Column 3 and 4 show the group delay of down sweep stimuli. Note 












3.4  Impulse response of group 1 and group 2 
 
 
Figure 15: Impulse response calculated using the result from pure-tone carriers. The upper panel is 
the impulse response calculated from the up sweep stimuli and the lower panel is the impulse 
response calculated from the down sweep stimuli. The blue is the mean of the impulse response. The 
grey lines are the individual results from bootstrap (1000 iterations). The black lines show the 95 % 
confidence interval of the impulse response using BCa. Several significant peaks are found at 68 ms, 






Figure 16: Impulse response calculated using the result from pink-noise carriers. The upper panel is 
the impulse response calculated from the up sweep stimuli and the lower panel is the impulse 
response calculated from the down sweep stimuli. The blue is the mean of the impulse response. The 
grey lines are the individual results from bootstrap (1000 iteration). The black lines show the 95 % 
confidence interval of the impulse response using BCa. Several significant peaks are found at 49 ms, 
68 ms, 78 ms, 147 ms and 205 ms for up sweep stimuli and 88ms, 107 ms, 127 ms, 196 ms and 245 
for down sweep stimuli. 
 
The impulse response of Group 1 and Group 2 are shown in Figures 15 and 
16. Since the phases of different sweep have a 180 difference, the impulse 
responses were separated as up sweep and down sweep. The blue line shows the 




using bootstrap after 1000 iterations. The confidence interval (solid black lines) 
after BCa adjustment explains 90% of the data. In general, there is a strong response 
at around 100 - 200 ms with frequency around 20-30 Hz. Most of the activities 
appear in the first 300 ms after the response. In both group 1 and 2, the impulse 
response of down sweep stimuli is a delayed version of the result of up sweep 
stimuli. For pure-tone carriers, significant peaks in the first 300 ms for up sweep 
appear at 68 ms, 78ms, 156 ms and 196 ms. Similar peaks for down sweep appears 
at 78 ms, 127 ms, 196 and 245 ms. For pink-noise carrier, similar observations are 
made. The peaks for up sweep stimuli are at 49 ms, 68 ms, 78 ms, 147 ms and 205 
ms. While the corresponding peak for down sweep stimuli are at 88ms, 107 ms, 127 
ms, 196 ms and 245 ms. In both cases, all peaks are delayed by a minimum of 10 
ms. Most of them are delayed by 40 ms. Note that some of the peaks from the 
impulse response (68 and 78 ms for both up sweeps stimuli. 127, 196 and 245 ms 






Chapter 4: Discussion 
This study explores the properties at the low frequency (3 – 40 Hz) MTF 
using stimuli with different sweep directions and carriers. The data recorded from 
MEG is analyzed and the MTF from 3 - 50 Hz are calculated. A strong response in 
the low frequency regions (3 - 10 Hz) is observed. Thus, the shape of the MTF 
resembles a slightly low pass filter. Besides amplitude, the phases of the response 
are also calculated. They are approximately linear except the region of 10-20 Hz. 
The group delay in 30 – 50 Hz for the up sweep stimuli is approximately 55 ms and 
the group delay of the down sweep stimuli is close to 100 ms. All the group delays 
calculated in the down sweep stimuli is larger than those in the up sweep cases. 
Besides the effect of sweep, the group delay increases dramatically in the lower 
frequency regions (8 - 20 Hz). Impulse responses are calculated using the result of 
the amplitude and phase. The shape of the impulse response for the down sweep 
stimuli is delayed compared to the up sweep stimuli. Most of the activity appears 
around 50-200 ms. 
4.1 MTF in the lower frequency region (3-20Hz) 
The response of MTF in the low frequency region is prominent when the 
carrier is wideband pink noise. This prominent response can be found around 3 -12 
Hz.  It agrees with the previous studies done by Alaerts et al (2009) using EEG, 
which they found a strong response around 10 Hz and 20 Hz using stationary 
speech-weighted noise. Other studies also found similar responses (Maiste et al 




40-Hz peak and the aSSR itself. Galambos et al in 1981 suggested that the 40 Hz 
peak represents the coalescence of the middle latency responses (MLB). It also 
explains the shape of the aSSR. Many other studies support this idea (Makeig 1990, 
Plourde et al 1991, Suzuki et al 1994). While this maybe the generator of ASSR, 
computer stimulation shows the prediction may not very good (Azzena et al, 1995; 
Santerelli et al, 1995).  The generation of 10-Hz response may also due to the 
superposition of multiple sources around auditory cortex. This can be related to the 
studies done by Liégeois-Chauvel et al in 2004 showing different MTF at different 
locations of auditory cortex based on epileptic patients. Several regions are found to 
show strong response below 10 Hz and give a shape of a low pass filter. Although 
they may not necessarily in phase, this provides a possible explanation to our 
observation. Besides the origin of the 40-Hz peak in the MTF, alpha band activities 
may also contribute to the strong response at 10 Hz. It is known that a strong 10 Hz 
response can be recorded if the subject is awake but with eyes closed (Niedermeyer 
1999, Robin et al 2002). Thus, this signal may also contribute to the strong response 
of our MTF. 
 
4.2 The effect of carrier 
In our experiment, the pure-tone carriers and pink-noise carriers are used for 
the stimulus. In the case of the pink-noise carrier, a wider band carrier gives more 
significant responses at the low frequencies. This can be seen in the bar chart in 
Figure 8. The ratio of significant responses increase from 0.1 to 0.5 when the 




significant response of pure-tone carrier and 1/3 octave carrier, they show a 
different result. In Figures 5 and 8, both pure-tone carriers and the 1/3 octave carrier 
have less significant response from 10-20 Hz compared to 30-50 Hz; however, the 
pure-tone carriers still have more significant response compared to 1/3 octave in 
that frequency range. In the other hand, the subjects in the 5 octave case still 
outperformed all those in the pure-tone cases. The distribution of the ratio in the 
pure-tone carrier is actually more comparable to the case with those in the 2 octave 
carrier, where both of them have a similar distribution of significant responses. 
Similar comparisons for broadband and narrow band carriers have been done in 
eliciting AEP-like response (Power et al 2007). They found that a narrow band 2 
kHz tone is not as efficient in eliciting AEP-like response compared to modulated 
broadband noise. Another study (Purcell et al 2004) using a white noise carrier to 
measure aSSR also found that the white noise carrier generates stronger response in 
the range of 35 – 60 Hz compared to narrow band carriers. All of their results were 
similar to what was observed here. One of the classical explanations is the tonotopic 
nature of the auditory cortex. A narrow band carrier activates a smaller area of the 
cochlea, and presumably the auditory cortex. Since fewer neurons are driven by the 
source, the response is weaker and harder to detect. However, this explanation 
cannot explain the weak responses in the case of the 1/3 octave carrier. If this 
explanation holds, 1/3 octaves should give a more prominent response compared to 
a pure-tone carrier. But here are seen the opposite results. One possible explanation 
is that different carrier bands activate different parts of auditory cortex. Since they 




whether to cancel or superimpose the signal, and thus give a different number of 
significant responses. Another possible explanation is that bandlimited noise 
stimulates a more substantial area of auditory cortex than a modulated tone and at 
the same time stimulating more specific neural pathways than broadband noise 
(Power et al 2007).  
 
4.3 The effect of exponential sweep 
Exponential sweeps are also used in our experiments and the results are 
compared to the constant value amplitude modulations. For the first time we exploit 
the nature of an exponential sweep to measure low frequency MTF. The results are 
satisfactory for both narrow band and wide band carrier. In all cases, sweeps and 
constant AM rate stimuli show no significant difference between two conditions, 
which is similar to all previous studies using linear sweeps (Picton et al 2002, 
Artieda et al 2003). However, the band around 30 – 50 Hz appears to be flat 
compared to other studies, which normally give a strong peak at 40 Hz (Roβ et al 
2000, Picton et al 2002, Purcell et al 2004). This flat MTF is actually comparable 
with the study of Alaerts et al (2009). Although their MTF has a slightly low pass 
shape, the noise of their studies also exhibits the same shape. If noise is subtracted 
from their results, a flat MTF is most likely to be the cast at 5 – 30 Hz. For the 40 
Hz peak, a possible explanation of the difference is the use of sweep conditions. It 
is plausible that different sweep conditions activate different parts of the auditory 
cortex in a different order. If different parts of the auditory cortex have a different 




mentioning is that the 37 Hz aSSR measured using sweep stimulus is comparable 
with the constant stimulus. Thus, the MTFs calculated by sweeps are most likely 
underestimating the real MTF if there is a peak present at 40 Hz. Although previous 
research found that stimuli presented using linear sweeps will not affect the result 
of MTF (Picton et al 2002, Artieda et al 2003), the effect of exponential sweep is 
not known. In our case, the 40 Hz peak is certainly suppressed.  This observation 
may have potential effects on other research because the 40 Hz region has been 
used as an indicator of auditory response. If the use of varying AM sweep 
suppresses the peak at 40 Hz, another indicator has to be used to reduce the effect 
of varying sweep.  
 
4.4 The shape of the MTF 
 
In Figure 7, where the stimuli are pure-tone carriers, strong response can be 
found at 3 Hz, 10 Hz and 20 Hz. 10 Hz and 20 Hz strong response have been 
reported under different situations, but the strong response at 3 Hz is not reported 
from previous studies. When the stimuli are changed to broadband pink noise, the 
peak at 10 Hz become more prominent.  In the case of wide band carrier, the MTF 
exhibits a slight low pass shape at around 10 Hz. The strong response at around 3-
10 Hz appears in both the pure-tone carrier and broadband carrier. This strong 
response at low frequency regions can possibly explained by the sensitivity of low 




strong response at the low frequency region may presumably facilities the need of 
speeches perceptions.  
 
4.5 The group delay of the response  
The group delay of the up sweep carrier is close to 50 ms at 20-50 Hz (Table 
2). This result agrees with MEG studies about group delay. The group delay found 
by Roberts (2000) is 72 ms at 20 Hz and 48 ms at 40 Hz. Another recent study 
using EEG also showed the group delay at 28-32 Hz to be 31 ± 9 ms. However, for 
the down sweep carrier, the group delay increases to 90 ms. This effect of sweep 
directions has never been reported. The only related result found was the latency of 
the response decreases consistently with increasing carrier frequency (Picton T.W. 
et al 2003). However, the relationship between sweep directions and group delay 
was not explored before. Actually, except the data from narrow band carriers for 8-
20 Hz, all down sweep data have a statistically larger group delay compared to the 
group delay of up sweep data. Our finding shows that, if presumably both stimuli 
stimulate the same part of the auditory cortex, down sweep stimulus is processed 
slower than the up sweep stimuli. While the reasons of this observation remain 
unknown, it is possible that there are multiple origins of the signals contribute to 
our results. If each origin corresponds to a system that process the signals in the 
auditory cortex, then there may be different group delay for each of the systems. 
And thus the group delay of the auditory cortex will depend on the history of the 
signal. This hypothesis is consistent with the result of our flat MTFs in the region of 




system, our studies may explore some specific parts of the auditory system that 
depends on the order of stimuli frequencies. If different parts of the auditory cortex 
have a different group delay and modulation characteristics, it is likely that our 
stimuli trigger those parts in a different order and thus give a different group delay 
and MTFs. 
For frequencies below 20 Hz, the group delay increase to 100 ms. The group 
delay in this region has been reported by different studies before. Rees et al in 1986 
found that the group delay in 1 – 4 Hz is in the range of 80 – 180 ms. Maiste and 
Picton in 1989 found the apparent latency from 3.9 – 6.5 Hz to be 125 ms using FM 
stimuli. Our results show that the group delay from 8 – 20 Hz is 151±18  ms for up 
sweep stimuli and 186±20 ms for down sweep stimuli. These estimations match the 
result of previous studies. While the reasons of the increase group delay remain 
unknown, it is widely believed that the group delay increases below 20 Hz. Our 
results from the slope of the phases also support this argument. 
In Figures 11 and 13, the slopes of the phase change in different frequencies. 
In all the cases, slope decreases gradually, implying the group delay decreases with 
increasing frequency. Although the generally trend of the slope is decreasing, the 
slope of some regions vary. These “ripples” of phase appear almost every 3-6 
frequency bins from 15 Hz to 30 Hz. Some particular strong “ripples” include 10 – 
14 Hz, 18 – 22 Hz, 28 - 32 Hz, 34 – 38 Hz and 48 – 52 Hz. In all these regions, 
group delay decrease dramatically then climb up again as the frequency increases. 
Alaerts et al (2009) found the same in one of the regions, namely 28 - 32 Hz. From 




other frequency regions were not found in their results. This subtle rippling effect 
makes the estimation of group delay at particular frequency difficult because the 
estimation is very sensitive to the slope of the phase. One of the simple 
explanations is that they might be completely random or induced by population. 
Since we are only measuring the group delay from small samples, unless the sample 
size is sufficiently large, the mean of the phase will not exactly become a straight 
line. However, the results from Alaerts et al and us share some similar regions. And 
some of these “ripples” are strong enough to be considered as a change of group 
delay. Thus, it is possible that group delay changes more frequently then what we 
thought. 
Between 7 -15 Hz, the phase is particularly noisy due to the weak aSSR 
measured in this frequency band. Since our denoising algorithm based on the 
amplitude (power) of the response, the low significant responses in this frequency 
band directly affect the data acquisition in this area. Thus, large errors are found in 
these frequency regions. This issue can be possibly fixed by using phase coherence 
as the criteria of denoising. Similar work has been done by Picton (2001) and 
showed promising results with phase coherence. However, this possible 
improvement may be hindered by the use of exponential sweep. Since our stimuli 
are exponentially varying, the phases of the stimuli also changes. Thus, the phases 
of the subjects response also changed. Mathematically, this problem can be solved 
by taking the difference between the phase of the response and that of the input 




about the cortical response of varying phase. And this uncertainty may also be 
carried to the phase coherence of the subjects.  
4.6 The Impulse response from the instantaneous aSSR  
The impulse response of the auditory system to a modulated stimulus has been 
found before by Power et al (2007) using Auditory Evoked Spread Spectrum 
Analysis (AESPA), which was originally used in finding the impulse response of 
vision (Lalor et al 2006). Others normally examine Auditory Evoked Potentials 
(AEP), which can be generated by repeated presentation of click/tone.  Our impulse 
responses for up sweep and down sweep stimuli are similar, but the shape of down 
sweep is a delayed version of the up sweep. This probably reflects the increase of 
group delay in different frequency regions using down sweep. From the impulse 
response, most neural activities appear in the first 200 ms. Several prominent peaks 
are also found. The method used here showed a potential method to generate 
impulse responses. Since amplitude and phase are both available under favorable 
conditions, one can generate a more precise impulse response of the auditory 
system. This can be done by acquiring better data set for low frequency, especially 







Chapter 5:  Conclusion 
The low frequency MTF is measured using exponentially varying modulated 
stimuli. The results show a prominent response in the lower frequency band at 
around 3 Hz to 20 Hz. Thus the MTFs have a slight low pass shape. High variability 
within subjects is found in the range of 10 – 20 Hz because of small number of 
significant subjects. The directions of sweep also play an important role here. The 
group delay of the response increases from 50 ms to 100 ms when the stimuli 
changed from up sweep to down sweeps. The effects of different carriers were also 
showed here. While 5 octave pink noise gives the most significant number of 
subjects for different frequencies from 6 - 30 Hz, pure-tone carrier stimuli have 
approximately the same number of significant subjects as the 2 octaves stimuli. In 
the other hands, subjects respond weakly to the stimuli with 1/3 octave. Other 
frequency ranges are not strongly affected by the carrier bandwidth.  
Group delay of the cortical response varies with different stimuli. In the low 
frequency regions, the responses from down sweep stimuli have a longer group 
delay compared to those from the up sweep stimuli. The impulse response was also 
calculated from the amplitude and phase information. Most of the activities appear 
for the first 200 ms after the stimulus. The impulse response of down sweep stimuli 
is also delayed compared to the result from up sweep stimuli. 
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